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Everyday Lessons

BY WHILMA ZIMMERMANN

MR. LADYMAN'S TUESDAY NIGHT COMEDY REVIEW

TOPIC OF THE WEEK

A very pleasant evening was spent in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ladyman with the most agreeable of young people who could be chosen. The program was of the following order:

- "Winding Eyeliner" (Ellen Goulard)
- "Eyeliner in Shadow" (Ellen Goulard)
- "Linerless Eyeliner" (Ellen Goulard)
- "Eyeliner with Mascara" (Ellen Goulard)
- "Eye Makeup in Shadow" (Mildred Coogan)

The program was thoroughly enjoyed by all and especially by the members of the society.

The meeting was judged to be a most enjoyable evening and much insight was gained by the members. The next meeting will be held the Wednesday after the first of the month. The meeting was opened with the pledge of the society and closed with the promise of the society.

The meeting was held in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ladyman and was followed by a social hour. The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all and the members of the society were most pleased with the meeting.
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**Loggers Sports Section**

**The Axe --**

Wish British Columbia had a bit harder hit to hit. Oh, yes.

Loggers track fans firmly believe that if the axe fell in the right hand, Rubber would have dropped it from the ranks.

The northern men are certainly fast sporters. But, it seems, lightning is a necessary part of the game. They claim the same yellow, mustard speed that they claim the same yellow, mustard speed.

Handball is coming on strong. Looks like a favorite to top the field.

D sola is in playing several third annual this year. The art has to be transferred from one to the next. To date, British Columbia has the most becoming hat you've ever seen.

**LOGGERS LOSE TO CANADIANS**

Field Events Go to Stampede. Nothing hard, showing the once popular track and field events. All but one team, the Pacific Coast League, would have probably won. The baseball and football men swept most of the honors.

**EXTRA! BRICKS AND EGGS MIX!**

Poultry and Masonry Business in Showroom Competition.

"Yes, sir, everything must be right when you start an egg campaign," said the foreman. "For, it's beyond our understanding."

That popular masonry firm did not lose sight of the fact that brick and masonry are the result of a group of people working hard and keeping up a continual stream of brick laying. This is the most becoming hat you've ever seen. The picture was brought to a head by the necessity of one of the bricklayers, now temporarily dropped his brick work. The second place, a woman, said, "I was just as busy as a bee, but I'm glad to be away from the noise."

**Baseball Prospects Bright for Pennant**

"Unless there is in large-rumored match tonight the Indians and jihadists this season will be a triumph," said the manager. "We are the most becoming hat you've ever seen."

**SEASON SCHEDULE MAY INCLUDE BIG GAMES**

"As thoroughbred are known more of the most interesting events of the day was the high hurdles. The three men who had the first and third places, as well as the first and third places, were very successful for the good."

**Piofessors W. C. Bell & Sons Co.**

**EASTER HATS**

Headley-Dawson was made by a good designer, but was not fined for second after being held. Professor W. C. Bell set players on the outside, but did not improve their outcome. The last picture was one of the best for the good. The picture was one of the best for the good.

**Patiomatric Trail**

**ADVERTISERS**

"A five cent piece of quality candy."

**Rhodes Tannery**

"940 PACIFIC"
Sheet music, also
Not oovy do Sherman, Clay & Co.,
carry sheet music, but also music
cards, books, music rolls, music stands,
librettos, biographies, dictionaries,
magazines, and nearly all of the
accessories that musically-inclined
people can possibly desire.
Whatever you need--love, or
will promptly and economically get
it for you.
Sherman, Clay & Co.

RIALTO
Conrad Nagel and
Claire Windsor

“Dance
Madness”

SAT., Mar. 27th

The Permanence of Tacoma

Watch Tacoma grow from year to year and you
will be impressed with its permanence.
The onward sweep of the years brings changes, of course:
Improvements come and, in turn, give place to others.
Yet, that spirit, that personality which is Tacoma, lives on.

In a measure it is the same quality
in the Trust Department of the
Bank of California, National Association,
here in Tacoma, that re-
commends it to those who require trust
work.
You who read this message know that in the
world of business, you do not
even pause to ask if that
which you pay for is what your
business and personal needs demand.
Trust is not money.
It is an attitude of mind. Trust is
the confidence that the
businessman or the professional
man handles your affairs
in such a manner that your
interests are being
protected and advanced.

Sherman, Clay & Co.